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French Course Evaluation, F all 2017

Instructor t1 '7 n'.)L- VL -.

The Department of Languages, Literatures and Linguistics would like to know more about your language learning

experience. Please answer the following questions honestly and to the best of your ability. Note: EvaLuations

remain anonymous; instructors do not reød them until all grades have been posted.

7çtWhat year are you (1st, 2nd, 3rd,4th)? What college are you in? fatk
WI¡at grade do you expect to receive in this class?

n-
,A 

- *nu, grade do you think you deserve in this class?

Relative to your other classes, how much effort did you put into this class?

Why are you taking French this semester? 7 v&u

Do you plan to continue taking French? Why or why not?

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following
1 = strongly disagree 3 neutral

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown,

1 The online homework helped me learn

2. The workbook homework (i.e. VHL, Horizons, etc.)
helped me learn.

1

1

z

2 J 4

o
o
(9

e
@

3. The textbook was helpful and engaging 2 J 4

4. The course content taught me a lot about French
andFrancophoneculture. 1 2 3 4

5. My French has improved a lot after taking this class. I 2 3 4

7 activities and/or assignments helped you learn the most (be specffic)'l

6. Learning technology (audio listening, videos, online r--\
tutorials and flashcards, etc.) helped me learn. I 2 (y 4 5

Please answer the following questions:

V il ttr¡ttt' ,

8. V/hat activities and/or assignments helped you learn the least (be specific)?

r L,

9. How beneficial were the films you watched this semester in developing language skills and cultural

knowledge?

Not beneficial

1

hat beneficial Very beneficial Did not attend



10. How beneficial lvas the Table Française to your conversational proficiency?

Not beneficial Very beneficial

1 l. Were the course goals clear?

Did not attend

@ No

12. If you could change one thing about your French course, what would it be?
t

l\/t +í Y

beneficial

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:
1 =stronglydisagree 3= neutral 5 = strongly agree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

13. The instructor encouraged students to speak French. I

14. The instructor was organized and prepared. 1

15. The instructor answered students'questions. 1

16. The instructor returned tests promptly. I

17. The instructor treated all students respectfully. I

18. The instructor provided many opportunities to practice 1

speaking and listening in French.

Please answer the following questions:

J

J

J

J

3

2

2

2

2

z

2

@ 5

5

(excellent)

4

4

(,
4

4

@
a

18. How would you rate the teacher's knowledge of French language and Francophone cultures?

t234
(poor)

19. In general, how would you rate the relationship between the teacher and the students?

t234

(poor)

21. Please comment on the classroom atmosphere fostered by the instructor

a+ '('(- ëça
ìa,¿./ltit, E ,q /l

What couldíhe instructor ^h%k,,'-k!,!i'*,",1,!
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French Course Evaluation, F all 2017
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The Department of Languages, Literatures and Linguistics would like to know more about your language learning

experience. Please answer the following questions honestly and to the best of your ability. Note: Evaluations
remain anonymous; instructors do not read them until aLl grades have been posted.

lnstructor

What year are you (1st, 2nd,

Vy'hat grade do you expect to receive in this class? \)t "What

What college are you in?

grade do you think you deserve in this class?

,l

Relative to your other classes, how much effort did you put into this class?

8

(

Why are you taking French this semester?; s {t

Do you plan to continue taking French? Why hy

1. The online homework helped me learn.

2. The workbook homework (i.e. VHL, Horizons, etc.)
helped me learn.

3. The textbook was helpful and engaging.

4. The course content taught me a lot about French
and Francophone culture.

5. My French has improved a lot after taking this class

6. Learning technology (audio listening, videos, online
tutorials and flashcards, etc.) helped me learn.

Please answer the following questions:

1ç

2

2

'iirl;rC rJ-( (
i ,/Ì' 'J J

îò\/,Q 1

d. i: ,;\í-rll¡: 
-l

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:
I =stronglydisagree 3= neutral 5= stronglyagree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

5J2
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5

5

J
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2

2

5

5

5iJ

J

4

{0 ,,

4

7. What activities and/or assignments helped you learn the most (be specific)?

8. What activities and/or assignments helped you learn the least (be specific)?

e. H 
",Í-ií,ì"ri" 

i "/içfi"knowledge?

V t*¡, 4.;I I L,lt
larlguage skills

]

í[f",,

Not beneficial

lms you
tÌ$

Very beneficial Did



10. How beneficial rvas the Table Française to your conversational proficiency?

Not beneficial Somewhat beneficial Very beneficial

11. Were the course goals clear?

Yes No

12. Ifyou could change one thing about your French course, what would it be?

not

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:
1 = strongly disagree 3 = neutral 5 = strongly agree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

13. The instructor encouraged students to speak French. | 2 3 4 ê
14. The instructor was organized and prepared. I 2 3 4 P
15. The instructor answered students' questions.

16. The instructor returned tests promptly.

17. The instructor treated all students respectfully
'')

18. The instructor provided many opportunities to practice I Z 3 4 5 -"/
speaking and listening in French.

Please answer the following questions:

18. How would you rate the teacher's knowledge of French language and Francophone cultures?

r234
(poor)

19. In general, how would you rate the relationship between the teacher and the stl¡-dgnls?

I 2 3 ¡'"- 4.,,'/

(poor) (excellent)

21. Please comment on the classroom atmosphere fostered by the instructor

2

2

2

J

J

3

4

4

4

lent)

5

T" {" \,,ãfd !....t-,)#-f \¡di i r,, { {,1*r*
I l I "ì '"' r "\,.

20. What could the instructor do to improiË the teaching and learning that take place in class (åe specffic)?

z



French Course Evaluation, Fall 2017

The Department of Languages, Literatures and Linguistics would like to know more about your language learning

experience. Please answer the fotlowing questions honestly and to the best of your ability. Note: Evaluations

remain c¿nonymous; instructors do not read them until allgrades have been posted.

What year are you (1st, 2nd, 3rd,4th)? What college are you int &tq-r *]."u¡ìç:Ë*çr--,

What grade do you expect to receive in this class? & Wnut grade do you think you deserve in this class?

f\
Relative to your other classes, how much effort did you put into this class?

Why are you taking French this semester?

Do you plan to continue taking French? Why or why not?

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:
Sffft:.J¡* S{qrrr.!-v ,Ç'*,.-r*rçç

I =stronglydisagree 3 = neutral 5= stronglyagree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

,{eç

1. The online homework helped me learn. I 2

2. The workbook homework (i.e. VHL, Horizons, etc.)
helped me learn. 1 2

3. The textbook was helpful and engaging. 1 Z

4. The course content taught me a lot about French
and Francophone culture. | 2

5. My French has improved a lot after taking this class. I 2

6. Learning technology (audio listening, videos, online
tutorials and flashcards, etc.) helped me learn. I Z

Please answer the following questions:

7. V/hat activities andior assignments helped you learn the most (be specifíc)?

J 4

4

4

J

J

ß->

Ð

Õ

fl"î\'!." J
4

4

5

J

3 4

:a'

1..*\-Y- t!'g !,¡. riri:,¿'iå. 1 'tï..rþ,:ï, h g:e ç.*'."st"o"l1?* r,o¡,".ri;

8. What activities and/or assignments helped you learn the least (be specific)?

9. How beneficial were the films you watched this semester in developing language skills and cultural
knowledge?

Not beneficial Somewhat beneficial Very beneficial Did not attend



10. How beneficial was the Table Française to your conversational proficiency?

Not beneficial Somewhat beneficial

I 1. Were the course goals clear?

No

,--:-*-
(Y ery beneTìuiql
\-------l

Did not attend

12. If you could change one thing about your French course, what would it be?

Ñ ü$d-s {#çAri*'r,* fl}t l**o*,, Le**o-.en* qo^"{''åf' "¡{.;,i

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:
I = strongly disagree 3 = neutral 5 = strongly agree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

13. The instructor encouraged students to speak French,

14. The instructor was organized and prepared.

15. The instructor answered students' questions.

16. The instructor returned tests promptly.

17. The instructor treated all students respectfully.

18. The instructor provided many opportunities to practice

speaking and listening in French.

Please answer the following questions:

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

18. How would you rate the teacher's knowledge of French language and Francophone cultures?

1234
(poor)

19. In general, how would you rate the relationship between the teacher and the

ent)

3 5

(poor) (excellent)

21. Please comment on the classroom atmosphere fostered by the instructor

2

20. V/hat could the instructor do to improve the teaching and learning that take place in class (åe specific)?



French Course Evaluation, F all 2017

Instructor

The Department of Languages, Literatures and Linguistics would like to know more about your language learning

experience. Please anslver the following questions honestly and to the best of your ability. Note: EvaLuations

remøin anonymous; instructors do not reød them until all grades have been posted.

What year are you (lst, 2nd, 3rd, 4th)? What college are you in? MOx e\\
What grade do you expect to receive in this class? What grade do you think you deserve in this class?

^---7-l-

Relative to your other classes, how much effort did you put into this class?

Why are you taking French this semester?:

Do you plan to continue taking French? Why or why not?

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:

t,

1=stronglydisagree 3=neutral 5=stronglyagree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

ß vìO \ ûfv"rôr¡nt

J1. The online homework helped me learn.

2. ^lhe workbook homework (i.e. VHL, Horizons, etc.)
helped me learn.

3. The textbook was helpful and engaging.

4. The course content taught me a lot about French
and Francophone culture.

5. My French has improved a lot after taking this class

4

4

5

2

2

2

2

3

3

&
5

5

J

4

4

6. Learning technology (audio listening, videos, online
tutorials and flashcards, etc.) helped me learn. 1

Please answer the following questions:

7. What activities and/or assignments helped you learn the most (be specific)?

8. What activities and/or assignments helped you learn the least (be specific)?

4 5

ï"'lcK\ng {'\ùsrì0rxÖõ,'Ïuel t Jr fiq n(*s-Õ i \ | \r\flnÖJ Ô{-lf \üt0k)

-+-ì

9. How beneficial were the films you watched this semester in developing language skills and cultural
knowledge?

1

Not beneficial Somewhat beneficial Very beneficial Did not attend



10. How beneficial was the Table Française to your conversational proficiency?

Not beneficial Somewhat beneficial Very beneficial

I l. Were the course goals clear?

¿'G\ NoS--/
12. If you could change one thing about your French course, what would it be?

Did not

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:
I = strongly disagree 3 = neutral 5 = strongly agree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

13. The instructor encouraged students to speak French. 1 2 3 5

14. The instructor was organized and prepared.

15. The instructor answered students' questions.

16. The instructor returned tests promptly.

17 . The instructor treated all students respecffully.

18. The instructor provided many opportunities to practice

speaking and listening in French.

Please answer the following questions:

CrynbYtü\.xr + PY-Y-'nclrff.}

2

2

2

z

2

J

3

J

-t

3

4

4

4

4

4

18. How would you rate the teacher's knowledge of French language and Francophone cultures?

2 4
(poor)

19. In general, how would you rate the relationship between the teacher

r23
and the

lent)

(excellent)

,)

5

(poor)

21. Please comment on the classroom atmosphere fostered by the instructor

ìJ-'-_) J
20. What could the instructor do to improve the teaching and learning that take place in class (åe specific)?

nÒì' fnÒ\C lnr0r Jnn fiTfierro\ oõ Õ\,À\LttLl
I
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French Course Bvaluation, Fall 2017

Instru

The Department of Languages, Literatures and Linguistics would like to know more about your language learning

experience. Please answer the following questions honestly and to the best of your ability. Note: Evaluations
remain anonymous; instructors do not read them until all grades have been posted.

What year are you (lst, 2nd, 3rd,4th)?
t{w-

What college are you in?

ctor l\ )ltuP [ "oorr" ?* # "'ä

t

W[at grade do you expect to receive in this class? P, t Wnut grade do you think you deserve in this class?

t*v
Relative to your other classes, how much effort did you put into this class?

Why are you taking French this semester? -V) \pnrf\ {""d)rd'(

Do you plan to continue laking French? Why or why not?
\1

I / ) /Ët*-r,
Please fill in the questionnaire using the following' J

1=stronglydisagree 3=neutral 5=stronglyagree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

1. The online homework helped me learn. I 2

2. Tbe workbook homework (i.e. VHL, Horizons, etc.)
helped me learn. | 2

3. The textbook was helpful and engaging. I 2

4. The course content taught me a lot about French
and Francophone culture. I Z

5. My French has improved a lot after taking this class. I 2

6. Learning technology (audio listening, videos, online
tutorials and flashcards, etc.) helped me learn. I 2

Please answer the following questions:

7. What activities andior assignments helped you learn the most (be specific)?

5

T.Pr¡"[L r'.coK ilt "'\rQ \ d.'n n {ru å-.ï

SrJøcle"{-n

e.)

(3ì
:.,/

54

-t

4

4

5

5

J

.t

0
(Ð

'."+).) 5

8 . What activities and/or assignments helped you learn the least (be specifíc)?

ôir\tn(. þ"rurl

9. How beneficial were the films you watched this semester in developing language skills and cultural
knowledge?

Not beneficial hat beneficial Very beneficial Did not attend

1



10. How beneficial lvas the Table Française to your conversational proficiency?

Not beneficial Somewhat beneficial Very beneficial

11. Were the course goals clear?

No

12. If you could change one thing about your French course, what would it be?

-lbÕ \un¿;r

Did not

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:
1 = strongly disagree 3 = neutral 5 = strongly agree

(If you feel thatyour answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

13. The instructor encouraged students to speak French. I 2 3 4 g)

14. Theinstructor was organized and prepared. | 2 3 ú) 5

15. The instructor answered students' questions. 2 3 ü 5

16. The instructor returned tests promptly. I 2 3 4 ffi

17. The instructor treated all students respectfully. I 2 3 4 ffi
18. The instructor provided many opportunities to practice I 2 3 # 5

speaking and listening in French.

Please answer the following questions:

18. How would you rate the teacher's knowledge of French language and Francophone cultures?

1234
(poor)

19. In general, how would you rate the relationship between the teacher and the

123

(poor)

21. Please comment on the classroom atmosphere fostered by the instructor

Gi
(excellent)

sgudents?

KJ 5

(excellent)

c

Ì

20. What could the instructor do to improve the teaching and learning that take place in class (åe specific)?

}\U¿ dou*:¡: u.,Ur{ør { ¿;å,{dirm â .U+-

2
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French Course Evaluation, Fall 2017

Instructor o-3-

The Department of Languages, Literatures and Linguistics would like to know more about your language learning

experience. Please answer the following questions honestly and to the best of your ability. Note: Evaluations

remnin anonymous; instructors do not read them until all grades have bêen posted.

What year are you (1st,2nd, 3rd,4th)? What college are you in? Art"u ¿r fir,l \uq..wìü )
What grade do you expect to receive in this class? ?, Wnut grade do you think you deserve in this class?

.1 ."

Relative to your other classes, how much effort did you put into this class? : I$Cfv t- {Yf Útl"\ 0tl\Çi,'f C0r,lt ":ti 
q¡

Why are you taking French this semester?:

t*+

LV'T, i.r'ti,tnt(,3

Do you plan to continue taking French? Why or why not? U{.1, . Vucru¡¡-=,q. -i u^lftrì\ +ö Ëpc rl

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:
I =strongly disagree 3 = neutral

tr iry'ri:Jlv" '1

5 = strongly agree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

1. The online homework helped me learn. I 2 3

2. The workbook homework (i.e. VHL, Horizons, etc.)
helped me learn. I 2 3

3. The textbook was helpful and engaging. I 2 3

4. The course content taught me a lot about French
and Francophone culture. I Z 3

5 . My French has improved a lot after taking this class. | 2 3

6. Learning technology (audio listening, videos, online
tutorials and flashcards, etc.) helped me learn. | 2 3

Please answer the following questions:

7. What activities and/or assignments helped you learn the most (be specific)?

5

G) 5

4 c)

€)

0r

4

4

5c

"fir'.{ Vritl.,r [:'-.

8. What activities and/or assignments helped you learn the least (be specific)?

t ìrj\\ 1"rt\

9. How beneficial were the films you watched this semester in developing language skills and cultural
knowledge?

mewhat benefiNot beneficial
)

cial.- 
-'

Very beneficial Did not attend



10. How beneficial rvas the Table Française to conversational proficiency?

Not beneficial Somewhat Very beneficial

I 1. Were the course goals clear?

No

12. If you could change one thing about your French course, what would it be?

Ïi-ffiq.,vt:..,Yrt {ov.n ". (,( ' ^.^f
Ô\ik\.S ,V\t {.'r T''

Did not attend

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:
1 = strongly disagree 3 = neutral 5 = strongly agree

(If you feel thatyour answer is betrveen two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

13. The instructor encouraged students to speak French.

14. The instructor was organized and prepared.

15. The instructor answered students' questions.

16. The instructor returned tests promptly.

77. The instructor treated all students respectfully.

18. The instructor provided many opportunities to practice

speaking and listening in French.

Please answer the following questions:

18. How would you rate the teacher's knowledge of French language and Francophone cultures?

t234
(poor)

19. In general, how would you rate the relationship between the teacher and the

rz3

(excellent)

5

(poor) (excellent)

4

4

4

4

4

4

-)

J

J

J

J

J

2

2

2

2

2

2

I

1

1

1

(sJ

{53

Ð)
o
€l

( s)

o

1

21. Please comment on the classroom atmosphere fostered by the instructor.

-T{ ''- { üy\\ o(}c-l\ ì tr ditcrt:'*1i ,u i I ûü,{"T-\Lù dr{\-l \ r' l*}
\.) \ ll

20. What could the instructor do to improve the teaching and learning that take place in class (åe specffic)?

T d.u,r' | -\ þr\r\K Ntr L,h S\1ru.i\d ky ùhn.rrrì r rlï
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French Course Evaluation, Fall 2017

ü course FR F Zbe

The Department of Languages, Literatures and Linguistics would like to know more about your language learning

experience. Please answer the following questions honestly and to the best of your ability. Note: Evaluations

remain anonymous; instructors do not reød them until all grødes have been posted.

What year are you (1st,2nd, 3rd,4th)? ls+ What college are you in? cÁs

What grade do you expect to receive in this class? ll - What grade do you think you deserve in this class?

Relative to your other classes, how much effort did you put into this class? fhe, sü,vvae am&üw$ 45 üi*kC15

Why are you taking French this semestert: I áo n*t W n nt t¡ IOS4- MY M,n{,W + W&,ffitrJf.

Do you plan to continue taking French? Why or why not?

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:
1=stronglydisagree 3=neutral 5=stronglyagree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

l. The online homework helped me learn.

2. The workbook homework (i.e. VHL, Horizons, etc.)

helped me learn.

3. The textbook was helpful and engaging.

4. The course content taught me a lot about French

and Francophone culture.

5. My French has improved a lot after taking this class.

6. Learning technology (audio listening, videos, online
tutorials and flashcards, etc.) helped me learn.

Please answer the fol[owing questions:

z

2

2

2

2

2

4 5

4 5

5

Q;
dJ

3

-t

-t

3

G)

a
4

4

5

7. What activities and/or assignments helped you learn the most (be specific)?

rn,4 f ne dn cfir¿r"¡ W&r-c d"C, {\ tI
rn Yb *''evr e,þl v\s Ét f'¡ h.$ 6 & ¡ ! lÉ

8. What activities and/or assignments helped you learn the least (be specific)?

9. How beneficial were the films you watched this semester in developing language skills and cultural

knowledge?

Not beneficial Somewhat beneficial Very Did not attend

1



10. How beneficial was the Table Française to your conversational proficiency?

Not beneficial Somewhat beneficial Very beneficial

I 1. Were the course goals clear?

fîæ-, No\*Ì
12. If yol could change one thing about your French course, what would it be?

less #'fi- +he Uþ&L 66f rn€ $1,ü

d not attend

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:
1 = strongly disagree 3 = neutral 5 = strongly agree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

13. The instructor encouraged students to speak French. 1

14. The instructor was organized and prepared. I

15. The instructor answered students' questions. 1

16. The instructor returned tests promptly. I

17. The instructor treated all students respectfully. 1

18. The instructor provided many opportunities to practice 1

speaking and listening in French.

Please answer the following questions:

18. How would you rate the teacher's knowledge of French language and Francophone cultures?

1234
(poor)

19. In general, how would you rate the relationship between the teacher and the students?

1.234

(excellent)

(poor) (excellent)

21. Please comment on the classroom atmosphere fostered by the instructor

ì+ WEs "d

20. What could the instructor do to improve the teaching and learning that take place in class (be specffic)?

D ë ôl I e n "t--p, l,\¿ ¿ ¡"rÞ-. 4^t na o 6t

4

4

4

4

4

4

J

J

J

J

J

J

2

2

2

2

2

2
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French Course Evaluation, Fall 2017

Instructor n I

Ut v{,,\ 2U

ut your language learning

. Note: Evaluations

S

The Department of Languages, Literatures and Linguistics would like to know more abo

experience. Please answer the following questions honestly and to the best of your ability

remnin (f,nonymous; instructors do not read them until all grades have been posted.

'4d-- what college are you in'iWhat year are you (lst,2nd, 3rd,4th)?

ß What grade do you think you deserve in this class?What srade do vou exoect to receive in this class?î)"
--Ð-
Relative to your other classes, how much effort did you put into this class? fne 0ú 'fvb,re

Vy'hy are you taking French this semester? l-¿

Do you plan to continue taking French? Why or why not?

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:

a-s

1=stronglydisagree 3-neutral 5=stronglyagree

(lf you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

1. The-online homework helped me learn.

2. The workbook homework (i.e. VHL, Horizons, etc.)

helped me learn.

3. The textbook was helpful and engaging.

4. The course content taught me a lot about French

and Francophone culture.

6. Learning technology (audio listening, videos, online
tutorials and flashcards, etc.) helped me learn. 1

2

2

z

2 J

4

4

J 5

5

5

J

3 4

4

5. My French has improved a lot after taking this class. 1 2

-)

J

Please answer the following questions

7. What activities and/or assignments helped you learn the most (be specific)?

V^ lrro d t *¿ti {Jy, tt ciq e:

8. What activities and/or assignments helped you learn the least (be specffic)?

o\|\\\nu \n,r ,na r i"rolK, lort ö(6\ ^ c\i q ,' h-e\

9. How beneficial were the films you watched this semester in developing language skills and cultural

knowledge?

Not beneficial Somewhat beneficial Very beneficial Did not attend



10. How beneficial lvas the Table Française to your conversational proficiency?

Very beneficial

hat would it be?

in \ooot(

Not beneficial Somewhat beneficial

I I . _Were Lhe course goals clear?

)(v"J No

12. If you could change one thing about your French course, w

f\or& ìf'\ùì\,¡íù'¡a\ orùrcr\ss Ìh-^

Did not attend

Co f Cqc \ì.crl^\

Please fÏll in the questionnaire using the following:
1 = strongly disagree 3 = neutral 5 = strongly agree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

13. The instructor encouraged students to speak French.

14. The instructor was organized and prepared.

15. The instructor answered students' questions.

16. The instructor returned tests promptly.

17. The instructor treated all students respecffully.

18. The instructor provided many opportunities to practice

speaking and listening in French.

Please answer the following questions:

18. How would you rate the teacher's knowledge of French language and Francophone cultures?

t234
(poor)

19. In general, how would you rate the relationship between the teacher and the students?

t234

(excellent)

(poor) (excellent)

21. Please comment on the classroom atmosphere fostered by the instructor

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

J

3

3

-1

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

( a

2

20. What could the instructor do to improve the teaching and learning that take place in class (be specffic)?



French Course Evaluation, Fall 2017

Instructor çR€ ?Õ'¿

The Department of Languages, Literatures and Linguistics would like to knorv more about your language learning

experience. Please answer the following questions honestly and to the best of your ability. Note: Evaluations

remnin anonymous; instructors do not read them until all grades have been posted.

Wharyearareyou(1st,2nd,3rd,4rh)? fut Whatcollegeareyoui.? À{4å & 5fu€J/ìågs

Wþat grade do you expect to receive in this class? ß *nu, grade do you think you deserve in this class?

ß*

Relative to your other classes, how much effort did you put into this class?
t*\

Why are you taking French this semester? d."Æ*'q

n*e;r'Sr,Å
Do you plan to continue taking French? Why or why not?

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:
1=stronglydisagree 3= neutral 5= stronglyagree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

1. The online homework helped me learn. I Z

2. The workbook homework (i.e. VHL, Horizons, etc.)

helped me learn. 1 2

3. The textbook was helpful and engaging. 1 2

4. The course content taught me a lot about French

and Francophone culture. | 2

5. My French has improved a lot after taking this class. | 2

6. Learning technology (audio listening, videos, online
tutorials and flashcards, etc.) helped me learn. | 2

Please answer the following questions:

7. What activities and/or assignments helped you learn the most (be specffic)?

5J

tr) 4

4

5

5-'t /4.\

53

J

3 t'4\ 5

8. What activities and/or assignments helped you learn the least (be specffic)?

9. How beneficial were the films you watched this semester in developing language skills and cultural

knowledge?

R {.-fr"A""

"b r.¡
{'r

,srl¿1
ç)

{

Not beneficial Somewhat beneficial Did not attend



10. How beneficial was the Table Française to your conversational proficiency?

Not beneficial Somewhat beneficial

11. Were the course goals clear?

Very beneficial Did not attend

./Ye\\ No

12. If you could change one thing about your French course, what would it be?
)rLLá$J Jre"5tln_4 .

J

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:
1=strongly disagree 3= neutral 5 = strongly agree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

13. The instructor encouraged students to speak French. I 2 3 5

14. The instructor was organized and prepared.

15. The instructor answered students' questions.

16. The instructor returned tests promptly.

17. The instructor treated all students respectfully.

18. The instructor provided many opportunities to practice

speaking and listening in French.

Please answer the following questions:

2

2

2

2

z

.)

J

J

J

-t

e)
^é{)L!)
4

4

4

5

5

(Ð

Õ
m

18. How would you rate the teacher's knowledge of French language and Francophone cultures?

r234
(poor)

19. In general, how would you rate the relationship between the teacher and the students?

1234

Õ
(excellent)

{#
(poor) (excellent)

21. Please comment on the classroom atmosphere fostered by the instructor

20. What could the instructor do to improve the teaching and learning that take place in class (åe specific)'ì

#ffi{¡

\f\"À/

2



French Course Evaluation, Fall 2017

i-^-l¿- \ ,r", ?ß,e ?O)-
The Department of Languages, Literatures and Linguistics would like to know more about your language learning

experience. Please answer the following questions honestly and to the best of your ability. Note: Evaluations
rem.ain anonymous; instructors do not read them until aLlgrades have been posted.

What year are you (1st, 2nd, 3rd,4th[ 2-^ Å What college are you inr JVoulhocr-)-e

What grade do you expect to receive in this class? --R-*nut 
grade do you think you deserve in this class?

r.'> "\5

Relative to your other classes, how much effort did you put into this class? ¿{for *
Why are you taking French this semester?

Do you plan to continue taking French? Why or why not? U\¡¿e$' \o
Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:

I =stronglydisagree 3 = neutral 5= stronglyagree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

\l

1. The online homework helped me learn. I 2 3

2. The workbook homework (i.e. VHL, Horizons, etc.)
helped me learn. 1 2 3

3.Thetextbookwashelpfulandengaging. 1 , @

4. The course content taught me a lot about French
and Francophone culture. I 2 3

5. My French has improved a lot after taking this class. I 2 3

6. Learning technology (audio listening, videos, online
tutorials and flashcards, etc.) helped me learn. I Z 3

Please answer the following questions:

7. What activities and/or assignments helped you learn the most (be specific)?

@

4

5

5

5

@

5

5

5

\J 'l^c- g

irr !ôo-,rrcl,^r fov- \urry+
U

8. What activities and/or assignments

T ottc\v^,\ \i\&-+tu

W,c\ev c\5

helped you learn the I

.\ivr.-¿_-*-.

east(be specific)?

d nr \t ¡.-r.: tla ool¿
.\oC\,41 o\

9. How beneficial were the films you watched this semester in developing language skills and cultural
knowledge?

1

ery beneficialNot beneficial Somewhat beneficial Did not attend

1-v



10. How beneficial was the Table Française to your conversational proficiency?

Not beneficial Somewhat beneficial

I L Were the course goals clear?

Verv beneficial

No

12. If you could change one thing about your French course, what would it be?

id not

Yes

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:
1 = strongly disagree 3 = neutral 5 = strongly agree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

13. The instructor encouraged students to speak French.

14. The instructor was organized and prepared.

15. The instructor answered students' questions.

16. The instructor ref.urned tests promptly.

17. The instructor treated all students respectfully.

18. The instructor provided many opportunities to practice

speaking and listening in French.

Please answer the following questions:

18. How would you rate the teacher's knowledge of French language and Francophone cultures?

1234
(poor)

19. In general, how would you rate the relationship between the teacher and the

t23

(poor) (excellent)

21. Please comment on the classroom atmosphere fostered by the instructor

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

2

20. V/hat could the instructor do to improve the teaching and learning that take place in class (be specific)'l



French Course Evaluation, Fall 2017

I V
"-Ì -- ?
¿r-\-) {*^

The Department of Languages, Literatures and Linguistics would like to know more about your language learning

experience. Please answer the following questions honestly and to the best of your ability. Note: Evaluations

remain anonymous; instructors do not read them until all grades have been posted.

",å-.

What college are you in? r"b,q'^".*u {2.+ c5 
q'*q-,

What year are you (1st, 2nd, 3rd,4th)?

What grade do you think you deserve in this class?

cou

Wl¡at grade do you expect to receive in this class?
+Y

Relative to your other classes, how much effort did you put into this class?

semester? I r^.¡cf,.u"{ .4-- r'f") [,\ {-\ì/".F.r{-- ''l;,,'".,*nraU,'0.', f*..o^cJWhy are you taking French this
(4 t* uo.1, f, t.s ,{- i 'l

Do you plan tó continue taking French? Why or why not? .{ fikr

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:
1=stronglydisagree 3=neutral 5=stronglyagree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

1. The'online homework helped me learn.

2. The workbook homework (i.e. VHL, Horizons, etc.)

helped me learn.

3. The textbook was helpful and engaging.

4. The course content taught me a lot about French

and Francophone culture.

5. My French has improved a lot after taking this class

2

2

z

2

2

5J

5

5

J

J

(4)

ffi
J

J

5

5

6. Learning technology (audio listening, videos, online
tutorials and flashcards, etc.) helped me learn. 1

Please answer the following questions:

7. What activities and/or assignments helped you learn the most (be specific)?

3 4 5

w qv l'bq'o ! ( i f'û {ij ,i.; i.

V I"'t\' i'f ¡È'"f'
8 . What activities and/or assignments helped you learn the least (be specific)?

Iy,,¡þ"t-j'!.,

9. How beneficial were the films you watched this semester in developing language skills and cultural

knowledge?

Not beneficial Somewhat beneficial Very beneficial (g
1



10. How beneficial lvas the Table Française to your conversational proficiency?

Not beneficial Somewhat beneficial Verv beneficial

I l. Were the course goals clear?

No

12. If you could change one thing about your French course, what would it be?

hß{}{'"r {\ú,.Cq, ç.s.i[.,,å s d tr;f..,i{î{'a u:tV".5

not attend

Yes

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:
I =stronglydisagree 3 = neutral 5 = strongly agree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

13. The instructor encouraged students to speak French.

14. The instructor was organized and prepared.

15. The instructor answered students' questions.

16. The instructor returned tests promptly.

17. The instructor treated all students respecffully.

18. The instructor provided many opportunities to practice

speaking and listening in French.

Please answer the following questions:

5

18. How would you rate the teacher's knowledge of French language and Francopho,ne cultures?

1234
(poor)

19. In general, how would you rate the relationship between the teacher and the students?

r234

I -t

.)

J

J

J

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

I

4

4

4

4

4

(4\

,/ _f'\)l
lexCellent)

(poor) (excellent)

21. Please comment on the classroom atmosphere fostered by the instructor

Lo-*,o r.,r I y-( ï¡ Ut' t. t" i {l
't

20. What could the instructor do to improve the teaching and learning that take place in class (åe specffic)?

2



French Course Evaluation, Fall 20I7

Z z

The Department of Languages, Literatures and Linguistics would like to know rnore about your language learning

experience. Please anslver the following questions honestly and to the best of your ability. Note: Evaluations
remain anonymous; instructors do not rea.d them until øLlgrades have been posted.

Vy'hat year are you (lst, 2nd, 3rd,4th)? \Sr What college are you in? Fclr r
Wlat grade do you expect to receive in this class?

vl-
- What grade do you think you deserve in this class?

Relative to your other classes, how much effort did you put into this class? : 1(ìlUf e tVìCtn tllhf (S

Why are you taking Frenchrhissemesrer?' T V\[\fk fù Y.l\\nÙY \\1 trYCnt.\n

Do you plan to continue taking French? Why or why not? \c\ , \r\l\n rùr
l- r

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:
1 =stronglydisagree 3= neutral 5= stronglyagree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

1. The online homework helped me learn. I 2 3

2. The workbook homework (i.e. VHL, Horizons, etc.)
helped me learn. I 2 3

3. The textbook was helpful and engaging. 1 2 3

4. The course content taught me a lot about French
and Francophone culture. I 2 3

5. My French has improved a lot after taking this class. I 2 3

6. Learning technology (audio listening, videos, online
tutorials and flashcards, etc.) helped me learn.. | 2 3

Please answer the following questions:

7. What activities and/or assignments helped you learn the most (be specific)?

Ø 5

5

4
ê\
EJ

5

5

t)

o

4

\(
SenKn tt\ u\(nr c¡ \\rs pYbPeç

learn the least

KNSI
8. What activities and/or assignments helped you (be specffic)?

\I\
9. How beneficial were the films you watched this semester in developing language skills and cultural
knowledge?

1

Not beneficial Very beneficial Did not attend



10. How beneficial lvas the Table Française to your conversational proficiency?

Not beneficial Somewhat beneficial Very beneficial

I l. Were the course goals clear?

o No

12. If you could change one thing about your French course, what would it be?

not attend

t\

Please fill in the questionnaire using the following:
1 = strongly disagree 3 = neutral 5 = strongly agree

(If you feel that your answer is between two of the possibilities shown, circle the number between them.)

13. The instructor encouraged students to speak French.

14. The instructor was organized and prepared.

15. The instructor answered students' questiorrs.

16. The instructor returned tests promptly.

17. The instructor treated all students respectfully.

18. The instructor provided many opportunities to practice

speaking and listening in French.

Please answer the following questions:

18. How would you rate the teacher's knowledge of French language and Francophone cultures?

1234
(poor)

19. In general, how would you rate the relationship between the teacher and the students?

t234

(poor) (excellent)

21. Please comment on the classroom atmosphere fostered by the instructor

(

20. What could the instructor do to improve the teaching and learning that take place in class (åe specffic)?

J

J

J

J

3

J

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

I

I

I

4

lsl4

(-')
t\

c)

5

4

5

2

L


